
SOLVING
A COMPLEX

BUSINESS NEED

A large Multi-State Plan concluded that its internal document generation 
capabilities and processes were impeding speed to market, quality, and 
cost efficiency. In response, it issued an RFP for Document Generation 
technology to determine if legacy systems could be replaced with a modern, 
best-in-class solution capable of high performance and scale in a complex, 
compliance-driven, and highly dynamic healthcare environment.  

EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

PAIN POINTS

The Plan experienced ongoing internal challenges increasingly impacting their bottom line:

 •    An enterprise-wide lack of consistency and quality in product benefit  
      data driven by multiple sources of truth, outdated manual systems, and  
      one-off customizations 

 •    An inability to quickly adjust to point-of-sale customer demand due to  
      quality and consistency issues and delayed product document generation 

 •    The substantial year after year investments required to refresh existing  
      plans and modernize new product lines relying on outdated technology not  
      built for agility or complexity

An extensive third-party assessment of legacy system capabilities confirmed that maintaining business as 
usual was no longer tenable. The Plan was spending millions each year to keep abreast of evolving regulatory 
requirements, rapidly changing customer needs, discrepancies between what was sold vs. documented, 
adjudication disparities, and prompt-pay penalties.



AN UNEXPECTED OUTCOME

Both well-known industry giants and smaller organizations received  
the RFP. Surprisingly, none of the big-name players could deliver the level  
of healthcare data proficiency and solution agility required for success.  
 
The Plan selected HighRoads and one other company as finalists, both  
similar in size and ability. To assuage performance concerns about small  
vendor capabilities, the finalists were provided a complex Proof of Concept  
that sought to replicate a much higher-than-average volume day, creating  
over 65,000 documents within 24 hours from raw plan data. 
 

FLAWLESS EXECUTION:   
PROVING BEST IN CLASS  

While the other finalist failed to execute at all, HighRoads exceeded  
expectations by:

 •    Generating 104,000 documents in both  
       PDF and Word format 
 •    Creating new documents every 40 seconds 
 •    Easily accommodating a change in  
       requirements mid-stage  
 •    Using the actual production environment  
      for the test 

The organization selected HighRoads as its best-in-class partner based  
on solid execution, solution agility, strong commitment to customer service,  
and the team’s deep healthcare knowledge and expertise.   
 
 
EXCEPTIONAL RESULTS TO DATE  

The Plan is enthusiastic about the ease and speed of adoption, despite  
the expected challenges of implementing an enterprise- wide solution across  
numerous stakeholders and multiple states. Implementation was an easy lift  
with very little training required.  IT teams are pleased with the technology  
stack and impressed with how quickly HighRoads accommodates configuration  
changes, often driven by specific Association rules that vary by state. 

The Plan is already experiencing positive results from their HighRoads  
partnership. Quantifiable outcomes will be reported in a follow-up case  
study and companion webinar.

Opportunities the 
Plan is evaluating  
for expansion 
 
•    Document generation  
     for Medicare Advantage 
 
•    Product lifecycle         
     management and source           
     of truth for commercial  
     and Medicare business 
 
•    Sales enablement  
      support  for large  
     group business—both  
     Commercial and Medicare
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If we were going to build  
this now in-house, the  
HighRoads technology  

is exactly what we would  
have built.“
”


